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EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Software developments are the challenges today by changing nature of requirements. There are various software development processes, based on software engineering’s disciplinary approach. This paper focuses on the issues that occur during the development of software specially quality software and how efficiently handled these issues using effective management principles and techniques. There are various challenges to produce a quality product, within time frame. The challenges may be: changing the customer requirements, estimation of efforts & resources, risk impact, miscommunication among staffs, unrealistic deadlines, a lack of action to correct problem, software myths, quality controls, Software configuration management issues, technical difficulties, human resources, right estimation, analysis-design-coding-implementation and testing issues. It is very difficult task to handle these issues but not impossible. Therefore in this philosophy oriented research paper some management principles and techniques are suggested through the case study. To handle these issues efficiently and effectively used principle and sound project development plan. Also restrict software product by process framework & metrics in context with software objectives and goals. To achieve quality product in accordance with requirements, budget and time used with some effective techniques. The success of quality software development is very much associated with the ability to recruit responsible & skilled persons and it is equally important to provide an environment in which these persons can work smoothly, with full efficiencies and without any unnecessary burden or restrictions from management peoples of business organization. There has been an increasing need to find effective ways to impart Software Engineering practice. This case study discusses the problems of different software engineering practices. A practical focus in a scalable approach is to developing world-class software. The proposed case studies approach that addresses these issues. This research aims to understand the best practices for software development in this software engineering approach. To create effective software process the focus is to emphasize on creating a context to learn Software Engineering through case studies that imbibe the best practices from real world experiences. Improvement of software process to achieve high quality in a software development organization is the key factor to success.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
The Software development is one of most important technologies on the world stage. Software has evolved a specialized problem solving and information analysis tool to the industry. Software becomes very necessary technology for business, science, engineering, transportation, medical, telecommunication, bank & so on. There are demand of changing nature of software requirements like system software, application software, engineering/ scientific software, embedded software, AI software, web application. With this changing environment it is difficult to develop high quality software within budget and in time. 

There are so many software development process models used for this purpose. But due to complexity of problems itself or by involvement of various issues like changing requirement, under estimate efforts, increased project tracking overhead, it is difficult to develop quality product. So it is needed to use agile or modern software development approaches that are appropriate for project team and product too. One of most traditional model approach is system development life cycle (SDLC), and waterfall model, incremental model, rapid application development model, spiral model are also be used for this purpose. They are not 100% accurate or perfect, but they provide a useful roadmap for software engineering tasks. To develop software product is no matter at all but to produce quality software within budget and in time boundary is really a matter. This is a complex job, and will not be feasible without the management of various software constraints and possible issues in software development process. Therefore it is really a challenge to handle these issues effectively.

1.1 LITERATURE REVIEW
Software Engineering is a disciplinary approach that deeply linked to practical aspects of developing software within budget, schedule and quality. For this purpose the Software Engineer should have technical as well as managerial expertise including problem-solving skills, while being aware of various issues. Many development models and pedagogies are in use & many new ones are being developed for Software Engineering product in professional environment. But the current Software Engineering Education is found mostly based on the class room learning model. So at what extent this modeling approach is suitable to produce capable software Engineers. Can they possess the required skills through this learning approach to fulfill the industrial requirements? It is difficult to find the realistic way to handle various issues in software development. This case study support in this regards as well as it focuses various issues in s/w engineering education through class room teaching-learning approach. Hence the different traditional and agile approaches are needed to identify, for Software Engineering practices by using Case Study approach. The approach is backed by its successful implementation in management, medicine and various other disciplines. The focus is on using case studies as the teaching instruments to effectively address the learning disabilities [3]. This approach is being implemented at International Institute of information Technology (IIIT), Hyderabad, India. The initial observations and results are quite encouraging.

Traditional Approach toward Software Engineering Education: The traditional and the most prevalent approach to Software Engineering Education are to impart theories and concepts in a class room environment. Research done by learning scientists has proved over and over that this kind of learning is no learning at all. [3, 4]. The traditional model of class room learning enforces a reactive rather than proactive approach. i.e., the participants are expected to react to a solution presented instead of proactively thinking about the problem on hand. The participants settle for short term objectives like making it through the course instead of leveraging on long term goals of learning. Many times, academic projects accompany the regular course, but the observations are that the participant’s focus is more on Computer Science issues especially on a working program and not on the development process and the relevant issues [5]. Rarely do the participants experience in full the intricacies related with a project in the professional environment. In reality though, it is often the much neglected application of the Software Engineering concepts that largely determine the success or failure of a project. Owing to this mismatch between the education and its application, the present teaching methods prove to be inadequate for the purpose. Many new models, often criticizing the conventional methods have emerged. Some teaching methods are based on principles of goal driven learning [6], learning by doing, story centric learning] and few others [7, 8] recommend self-direction, cognitive learning, team based or collaborative learning. Each technique has its own pros and cons. But none of these techniques has been found a best fit for Software Engineering Education in both the academic and the corporate environment and most of them don’t satisfy the three paradigms of learning, namely ‘learning by doing’, learning by mistakes’ and ‘learning by stories’ [4].
2.0 CASE STUDY APPROACH

A case study is defined as a "systematic inquiry into an event or a set of related events which aims to describe and explain the phenomenon of interest" [9, pp.302]. Looking from Software Engineering perspective, a 'case' or 'case study' is an account of software engineering activities, events or problem containing background and complexities actually encountered by a software engineer. Case studies as teaching instruments facilitate “thinking forward from first principles”. They emphasize on the application aspects of the tools, techniques and most necessarily, the concepts learnt so far. This approach is suitable for those subjects where the subject itself is not just a bundle of concepts, techniques or models; instead the subject has a broader perspective and uses concepts from many domains to solve a problem. Case studies are more relevant to the kind of challenges professionals, both young and experienced, face and bring in the elements of practical way of solving problems and resolving complex situations. Software Engineering is just this kind of subject, and Software Engineering Education needs just this kind of learning model that help the participants to understand and manage the true nature of the present software industry, Complex, evolving and challenging.

This case study approach may be beneficial over the conventional software development methodology. To built up the strong and relevant questionnaires, investigate and evaluate the feedback towards Software Engineering practices that helps to create an effective learning and development environment. It must be useful to conduct research to build sound software process and to identify the best approach for software engineering education.

2.1 PROPOSED PHILOSOPHY

Philosophy is the study of general and fundamental problems concerning matters such as existence, knowledge, truth, beauty, law, justice, validity. Or it is a discipline involves creating concepts that are always new. Because the concept must be created, it refers back to the philosopher as the one who has it potentially, or who has its power and competence. the given solution/action), Firm/ Product Oriented Case can also be used, which promote a product or a firm and can exhibit industry and technological trends.

Concepts must be invented, fabricated or created and would be nothing without their creator's signature. Philosophy helps us to develop our ability to:

- think and express ourselves clearly
- see both (or more) sides of a case
- get to the heart of the matter
- see the implications of a line of thought
- detect bad reasoning, and be confident that our own is good
- detect ambiguity, vagueness, inconsistency, and other weaknesses in the expressions of ideas
- distinguish different types of question, claim or argument, and respond to them appropriately
- distinguish what is relevant to a given issue from what is not
- see ways in which an argument or explanation could be improved

2.2 CONSTITUENTS

The Case study, Faculties related to software engineering courses, professional developer team and students participants are the basic constraints. Case studies are the main instruments in this approach. A rightly carved case study can increase the effectiveness of the learning environment in many folds. The types of Software Engineering cases that can be used include requirement analysis case (users, technical, managerial or s/software, hardware etc) design solution cases (usually requirement based designs-the challenge is to come up with a suitable system), code for functional based cases. Select Solution Case (given a problem and its various solutions, evaluate all and suggest one with focus on suitability and effectiveness for the problem), Read-between-lines case (given a problem/ decision dilemma and the solution or action that followed, critically analyze the given solution and judge the applicability of

Case Studies have many goals. They can’t focus on just one issue, as that would not reflect the real world situation This variety of cases and different scenarios makes the case study approach very flexible. The case study can be a hypothetical one, a real life
project experience, a hybrid of both, or an adapted version of the real project.

It is important to have a good understanding of the approach by the facilitator and the participants. All participants should be willing to put sincere efforts for analyzing and presenting the analysis.

2.3 EVALUATION

# Activity Weight Factors Detail

(1) Student Participation: 50% weightage will be given to active learning and analysis skills, based upon questions asked and issues raised during various discussions

(2) Software Engineer’s and SE course teachers’ feedback evaluation: 50% weightage will be given to this feedback based on questionnaires and their comments.

Table 1. Table captions should be placed above the table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Constituent s</th>
<th>Feedback Topic</th>
<th>Feedback Quantity</th>
<th>Response from Constituents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. S/w Course Students</td>
<td>-S/w process is backbone of quality -Unrealistic deadlines, changing requirements, resource difficulties, risk identify missing. -Estimation of efforts and resources are not big challenge for quality s/w</td>
<td>36 No.s 36 No.s 36 No.s</td>
<td>60 to 80 % agreed And 15% very agreed More than 90% agreed. 100% not agreed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. S/w development professionals</td>
<td>Success of Quality s/w is not associated with responsible &amp; skilled persons. There is</td>
<td>10 No.s 10 No.s 10 No.s</td>
<td>95% faculties are not agreed. More than 90% faculties are agreed. 80 % faculties are disagreed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Technically, the participants must have taken a first course on domain understanding & in programming and should have some experience of software projects, though academic. The participants can belong to any level in the industry, profession or academic.

(3) Other relevant methods.

2.4 OBSERVATIONS

The author being the senior faculty and the mentors of SE practices and courses will be observed the questionnaires and other relevant methodology based results of use-cases models, with concluding remark.

| 3. Related Teachers | Industries experience is beneficial to improve quality of s/w | 15 Nos. | 80 %& above are agreed. |
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2.5 RESULTS & INFERENCES

Based on observations and data interpretation there are definitely the challenges in s/w development. Unrealistic deadlines, changing requirements, resource difficulties, risk identify missing are real challenges. Software process must be sound and strong. Estimations of Resources is needed.

2.6 CONCLUSION

It is concluded that based on experimental result of questionnaires there are various big challenges even today too. It will compel the various software development issues. and identify relevant management technique in several conventional and non-conventional learning models can be effectively addressed by the Case Study approach questionnaire based. Further research and evaluation of the learning process may be indicated if any to extend the application of this approach to create effective learning environments.

2.7 FUTURE SCOPE

Find the methodology or phenomenon to study s/w engineering courses in engineering education, based on case study approach.
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